RESOLUTION

concerning

RECLASSIFICATION OF POSITION

FISCAL/ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER (CLASSIFIED)
to
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, CSU OFFICE FOR COLLECTION OF STUDENT LOANS/
ADMINISTRATOR III*
at
CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

January 10, 1992

RESOLVED, That the position of Fiscal/Administrative Officer (classified) be reclassified to Assistant Director, CSU Office for Collection of Student Loans, effective January 13, 1992, in accordance with all provisions and expectations as set forth in the proposal dated December 23, 1991, which is attached as an addendum to this resolution.

A Certified True Copy:

Dallas K. Beal
President

*Rank is subject to discussion with SUOAF-AFSCME.
# CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

## POSITION ACTION REQUEST FORM

**SUBMITTED**: 12/23/91  
**BY**: CSU [X]  
CCSU [ ] SCSU [ ]  
ECSU [ ] WCSU [ ]

### Position Action

- **Establish ( )**  
- **Reclassify (X)**  
- **Other ( )**  

**DATE EFFECTIVE**: 1/13/92

### Nature of the Position

- **Permanent [ ]**  
- **Full-Time [X]**  
- **Temporary [ ]**  
- **Part-Time [ ]**

### Position Details

**Position Title**: Fiscal/Administrative Officer 1308  
**Assistant Director, CSU Office for Collection of Student Loans/Adm.III 7918**

**Current Class Code**:  
**Proposed Class Code**:  
**Bargaining Unit**: SUOAF-AFSCME

### Position Number

- **Current Salary**: $ --  
- **Proposed Salary**: $ 46,794  
- **Fund**: 0000  
- **Position Current**  
- **Proposed $33,751-**  
- **Salary**  
- **Fund**  
- **From To**

### Explain the Nature of the Proposal:

The reclassification will bring the position under the same rules, regulations, and jurisdiction as similar positions in the Board Office and in the campus financial aid offices.

### Justification:

The position is currently vacant and it is an appropriate time to reclassify the position.

---

No change in cost $ is anticipated from the reclass.

**COST OR SAVINGS**

---

**ATTACH OLD AND NEW STAFFING CHART, ( )**  
**JOB DESCRIPTION, AND ( )**  
**SUOAF SIGN OFF FORM IF REQUIRED ( )**

---

**MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS:** 7/88

*Rank and job description to be discussed with SUOAF-AFSCME following Board action. No problem is anticipated.*

**SIGNED (UNIVERSITY)**  
**DATE**: 12/23/91